
 

Vintage Overdrive Special valve head.

The Vintage Overdrive special is a Hand wired channel switching 35W valve guitar head designed to 
deliver a wide range of boutique valve amp tones.

Based loosely on a very well-known American boutique amp, it offers similar sonic characteristics 
achieved with a more vintage feel and a slightly different circuit topology with a simplified control 
layout 

Features:

Two channels. The Groove channel will go from clean to vintage crunch with a wide range of tonal 
options from jazz to 70’s rock The Grind channel takes that from super crunch to liquid sustain 
territory. When selected the Grind channel is cascaded with the Groove channel, ie is added onto it 
just like the amp that inspired it.

Simpler vintage style tone controls.  The groove channel has a single tone control plus a mids control 
to allow independent adjustment of that vital mid range. The Grind channel has an additional tone 
control to allow fine adjustment of the OD tone.

Cathode Biased Output Section. For a more vintage feel and extra compression and warmth plus no 
need to re-bias when new valves are fitted.

Parallel triode and Pentode pre-amp.  The Vintage ODS first stage is a paralleled triode (ECC83) for  
a lower output impedance and less loss through the tone controls, additional gain (about 20% more) 
and a fatter tone. The overdrive section has an EF86 pentode which is run at very moderate gain 
levels to reduce microphonics but gives a great pentode tone to the OD section with excellent 
dynamics and compression.

Valve Rectifier. The Vintage ODS uses a 5U4 valve rectifier to give a softer vintage tone with good 
compression and touch response.

Hand-wired turret board construction. For maximum reliability and ease of servicing used well over 
spec components (eg all our resistors are rated for a minimum of twice the power they will ever see).
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Valves:

3x ECC83 ( pre-amp and Phase Inverter)

1 X EF86 (overdrive section of preamp)

2 X 5881 (output)

1 X 5U4  (Rectifier)

Control Panel features

 

Groove Channel

Volume. Controls the front end gain of both channels. All the gain and volume controls are very 
interactive and will require experimentation to get the huge range of sounds available to suit your 
needs. Also this has a pull feature to activate the Grind Channel.

Tone. This wide range tone control will take the amp from plummy jazz to cutting rock and blues 
tones.

Mid.   Working closely with the tone control this allows tailoring of the mid-range frequencies..

Level.  Controls the level of the groove channel passed to the power amp. Also has a big effect on 
overall overdrive levels for the groove channel. This control is disabled when Grind is selected.

Grind Channel

OD Drive. Controls the amount of overdrive available in the Grind channel. But this is also dependent 
on the setting of the Volume control in the Groove channel.

OD Level. Controls the level of the signal from the Grind Channel passed to the power amp. Again is 
dependent on the other gain and volume control settings and also contributes to overall OD levels.

OD Tone. Allows tailoring of the OD tone when Grind is selected. It is basically a treble cut control.

Master. Controls the overall volume of the entire amp. This control is active on both Channels
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Power. Turns the Amp on! There is no standby switch, contrary to popular belief valve amps don’t 
need a standby, particularly ones with a valve rectifier which do not like to be ‘hot switched’ ie  they 
don’t like the supply to be switched on and off while the heater filaments are on, this is a major cause 
of valve rectifier failure. In most amps the standby acts as an expensive mute switch! Which, can be 
done far more effectively and cheaply in other ways.

Rear panel Features.

Speaker impedance selection.  The Vintage ODS output transformer has a complex secondary 
winding to allow full use of the secondary windings for maximum efficiency. This requires an unusual 
impedance switching arrangement. But don’t worry its simpler than it looks! Whatever load impedance 
you intend to use (ie the cab impedance) simply plug into the jack socket marked for that impedance 
and set the impedance selector switch to the setting marked for that impedance.

Footswitch.  Allows external selection of the Grind channel.

What’s it gonna sound like?

It’s going to take you anywhere you want from soft jazz to modern rock!  

From a clean tone with extraordinary warmth to a liquid flowing overdrive. And along the way you will 
find vintage crunch and aggressive bite and grind.

Though the controls will take a lot of experimentation to tailor it to your special tone, (that’s because 
there is such a wide range available!). They are very intuitive and well worth the effort!
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